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Replicable quality across every channel: the Busara
research agenda on methods in the Global South

Abstract
Any act of measurement brings with it concerns about data quality and replication. Yet very little of this
work has focused in detail on the specific measurement and data quality concerns related to
conducting research in the Global South. Busara operates both remote and in-person data collection,
employing everything from photovoice to laboratory ‘games’ to list experiments. Across both of these
domains, we will build on our long tradition of careful testing of measures and techniques to ensure
high levels of access, response, attention and comprehension. We will examine what methodological
practices work best for various populations, especially those with the least social power, in the Global
South, to maintain data quality (this differs from our closely related program of work on cross-cultural
validation of behavioral science constructs). Busara is well-positioned to do this, and to disseminate
protocols for the use of these methods.
JEL Codes: B41; C80; D91
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Global debate
There is great power to the availability of
data, and the power of the digital revolution
has reduced the barriers to data collection
for many researchers and institutions (World
Bank, 2021). That has begun to correct some
of the many imbalances in knowledge
production, from who gets studied and has
their voice heard to who gets the funding
and other privileges needed to publish
empirical research (Chelwa, 2017; Briggs &
Weathers, 2016; Ndlovu-Gatsheni, 2021).
Research employing all kinds of methods
can be transformative.
There is wide agreement on the power of research among researchers. However, there is
less debate than might be expected (at least in the published literature) about how to go
about it. Critical thinking about measurement is often neglected (Boumans, 2015). Even
comparatively practical handbooks on the conduct of experiments focus mainly on
choosing an overall method, with little exploration of the challenges of measurement
(Gertler et al, 2016; Khandker et al, 2010).1 Many studies proceed using methods and
measures that were developed in the Global North for use on WEIRD populations (Henrich
et al, 2010). There is an extremely active methodological debate in the positivist social
sciences when it comes to statistical analysis and interpretation after studies are
completed,2 but much less new published work on the mechanics and reliability of the
incentivised lab games (Amir et al, 2012) and survey outcomes (Broockman et al, 2017)
that many studies employ.3 Though much piloting is done, especially when experiments
take place in new contexts, this is not an explicit topic of study and publication (Glöckner &
Hilbig, 2011; Hilbig, 2010). This is despite the fact that small changes to laboratory or
survey procedure can have a major impact on results (Cilliers et al, 2015).
Particularly absent in this debate is the study of quantitative and qualitative measurement
among populations in the Global South. Virtually all of the methods used by the behavioral
sciences were first developed for WEIRD populations in the Global North (Haushofer et al,
2014). Just as those populations differ systematically in their behaviors, preferences and

One valuable exception is the ‘Handbook of Field Experiments’ (Duflo & Banerjee, 2017), which
has notable sections on construal, preference elicitation, mechanisms and related topics.
2
See for instance recent debates on difference-in-difference methods (Baker, 2019).
3
This compares to a longer tradition of more careful work on psychometrics in psychology - c.f.
Dunlap, 1937.
1
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psychology (Henrich et al, 2010; Muthukrishna et al, 2020), they very likely differ also in
what techniques help drive high quality data.
There is however a burgeoning gray literature on these topics, often among populations in
the Global South, shared on the institutional blogs of various implementers of research
(e.g. Mathur, 2020; Rozo, 2021; Canagarajah et al, 2021). Much is also learned through ad
hoc piloting, shared among academics through informal networks and rarely published for
all to access. This push to improve quality of research has now begun to wrestle with the
need to adopt different approaches for various populations in the Global South. In
Busara’s view, this is a potentially major source of underexplored variance and error in
current research. It is the types of questions addressed in this gray literature that we
propose to extend and bring structure to under this research agenda.
Meanwhile, for practical reasons, research methods are evolving fast. There has been an
accelerating trend during the pandemic to try out new methods, with researchers and
institutions forced to innovate in order to continue their work (Richardson et al, 2021;
Hensen et al, 2021). The pandemic has also made much of that work exceptionally urgent
(Van Bavel et al, 2020; Abaluck et al, 2021). This move has brought to the fore old
questions of recruitment, administration, response rates, data quality, representativeness,
research ethics, and much more (Cardel et al, 2020; Tuttle, 2020; Holmes et al, 2020; Lobe
et al, 2020), for both quantitative and qualitative research methods - questions with which
the social sciences have always wrestled (Lewis-Beck et al, 2003).
With remote research already rising in prevalence before the pandemic (Buhrmester et al,
2018), much of the most recent research literature has focused on the use of Amazon’s
Mturk. Considerable worries expressed about the quality of data being collected through
that platform (Chmielewski & Kucker, 2020; Kennedy et al, 2020; Matherly, 2019; Aguinis
et al, 2020). This has led many researchers to seek alternative panels that combine similar
ease of use with greater assurances regarding data quality (Palan & Schitter, 2018; Peer
et al, 2017; Peer et al, 2021). There is additionally considerable careful work, dating back a
little further (Down & Duke, 2003) on SMS and other phone-based methods (Alam et al,
2014; Gibson et al, 2017; Lau et al, 2018; Lau et al, 2019a; Greenleaf et al, 2017), with
valuable practical advice on what works in designing them (Lau et al, 2019b; Van Der
Heijden, 2017; Kopper & Sautman, 2020). We note that the availability of participants in
these panels is often more limited for countries in the Global South, and they are generally
designed to work within the technological infrastructure of Global North countries.
When it comes to in-person data collection, recent methodological literature has been as
varied as the many methods that domain contains, but it has included debates about the
interpretation of interviews and ensuring rigor in qualitative data collection (Hughes et al,
2020; Hammersley, 2020; Edwards & Holland, 2020; Jenner & Myers, 2019), interrogating
the unstructured interactions around quantitative data collection (Ongena & Dijkstra,
2020; Schaeffer, 2020; Conrad & Schober, 2020; Ting & Fitzgerald, 2019), reflections on
positionality and the identities of researchers (Islam, 2020; Rogers, 2020; Pritchard, 2019),
4

and how differences between researchers and participants may be overcome in order that
all sections of the population are included (Brooks et al, 2019; Kianersi et al, 2019; Kruger
et al, 2019; Mao & Feldman, 2019), as well as the role of psychometrics (Wijsen &
Borsboom, 2021). Only a handful of the papers cited in the preceding two paragraphs are
focused on populations in the Global South.
There are also many relevant recent studies of methodological concerns that apply to both
remote and in-person collection and design, such as extensive discussion of response
options (Terentev & Maloshonok, 2019; Montagni et al, 2019; Höhne & Krebs, 2021;
Rasmussen et al, 2020; Wang & Krosnick, 2020), respondent attention (Silber et al, 2019;
Nichols & Edlund, 2020) and translation (Sarac & Koc, 2020). Yet once again, few of these
focus on populations with the least social power, or more generally on populations in the
Global South.
These concerns over data quality sit alongside ongoing anxiety in the field about wider
failings of replicability across the behavioral and experimental social sciences (Simons,
2014; Klein et al, 2015). There has been a wide ranging push to drive up standards of
experimental research in general, through principles of open science, robustness,
pre-registration and similar improvements (Munafò et al, 2017; Blair et al, 2019).
Important work has been done on researcher degrees of freedom (Veldkamp et al, 2017).
So far, research into the methods employed in the study of the positivist social sciences
has been limited. What work there is rarely focuses on the populations with the least
social power in the Global South. Compared to the work on replication and how
researchers should analyse their data, there has not been an equivalent effort to examine
the detail of the measures we use. A community of research implementers has begun to
correct for this through occasional blog posts on methodological procedure in the Global
South, but there is far more to do. This research agenda will formalise and extend that
effort.

The story of methodological research at Busara
When the pandemic hit, like all research organisations, Busara converted to remote
research - to continue our projects, and to ensure that we could keep hearing from those
most in need during this crisis. We immediately launched a program of methods
research, testing out the quality of the responses we were receiving. In that work we
examined how SMS and phone modes compared across incentives, reminders,
completion rates, and response quality. We have since launched a series of studies
within the Busara KITE app, our remote data collection tool, learning more about what
combination of incentives, reminders, and survey design principles succeed best for that
research mode. Technologies of this kind have great promise in allowing us to reach
participants with lower costs, provide feedback and co-create research alongside - if
done right. Our Lab team has been learning a great deal across all our studies about
5

what works well in boosting data quality - something that we want to record and study
more intentionally.
This work has built on a long succession of work examining methods at Busara. We
have recently examined the inclusivity of our research processes, with a particular focus
on gender, in both Kenya and Nigeria. We have launched an extensive program of
contextualisation of standard behavioral games, tests and survey items, ensuring that
they are comprehensible and relevant to our research participants. In 2018, in
partnership with Ajua, we conducted an extensive assessment of data quality in SMS
surveys. Much of this work is in the process of being shared through our contribution to
the Science of Behavior Change Open Instruments repository.
In addition, we at Busara have often worked with academic partners to design and
implement novel methods to address the most challenging specific questions in the
laboratory. These have included developing new measures of ethnic preferences (Blum
et al, 2021), stress (Haushofer et al, 2015b), noise and cognitive function (Dean, 2021),
mental health (Haushofer et al, 2020; Baranov et al, 2020), social preferences (Jang &
Lynham, 2015), temperature (Almås et al, 2019), legacies of violence (Amanela et al,
2020), civic engagement (Wein et al, 2020) and much else.
Throughout this time, Busara has been experimenting with new methods of data
collection, and validating those methods, from mobile laboratories set up in hostels and
buses to phone sensing, interactive voice response, participatory methods and
qualitative co-design. At all times, we have tried to ground our methods in the lived
realities of our participants. However, we have not always organised this work into a
focused progression of addressing an organised taxonomy of pressing methodological
questions. This agenda aims to bring order and focus to the great deal of learning we
have done so far.

Busara’s contribution
Busara’s role in this global debate will focus on piloting and experimentally testing
methodological innovations with our 75,000-strong pool of respondents, recruited and
maintained in India, Kenya, Uganda and beyond. This will begin through the use of KITE,
Busara’s tool for remote data collection, and will later transition to incorporating learnings
across other remote and in-person data collection methods, including both qualitative,
quantitative and lab-based methods.
We will begin by developing contextually appropriate measures of access, attention and
comprehension. Access, attention and comprehension are, we believe, reasonable proxies
for the overall construct of high-quality data. Once we are confident in these outcome
6

measures, we will pilot and test improvements to boost those scores, ensuring high levels
of participant access, response, attention, and accuracy. All this will be done for both our
qualitative and quantitative research. As well as covering different methods, we will also
focus on heterogeneity of results and pay special attention to neglected and minoritised
segments of the population, including women, those in informal settlements, and ethnic or
other minorities, ensuring that their voices are heard and examining how their experiences
may differ. Throughout this process, Busara will share standardised protocols for use
across our own projects and by the wider research community, where the data supports
the use of such standardised approaches across different populations.
In support of our qualitative work, as well as doing the ‘contextualisation’ of methods and
adapting for data quality, we will additionally develop and test protocols for quality in
analysis, especially in transcription and coding, and learn lessons from a variety of novel
qualitative methods. In doing so, we will have a special focus on adapting qualitative
methods - especially group methods - to the limitations and opportunities of remote
research in low-connectivity contexts, given the special value those methods have
historically gained from face-to-face contact. This is likely to include exploring better ways
to approach novel qualitative methods, including co-design, story completion, diaries and
photovoice.
Since KITE is a new tool, and since there is considerable interest in the use and reliability of
digital remote data collection methods of this kind, we will publish a specific review of
methodological work and participant data related to KITE.
As a busy research institution that has run more than 500 behavioral science projects, and
may be running upwards of 75 studies at any one time, and working across many
different methods, Busara is ideally placed to create and share this sort of knowledge.
Simple answers to questions of methods, translated into simple-to-administer protocols,
should realise important gains in efficiency, reliability and quality across the institution and
the research field. They should do so in ways that shift the focus of research towards
appropriateness for populations in Global South contexts.
This work proceeds in close concert with a similar program of work on cross-cultural
validation, which is intimately related. We can differentiate between them thusly:
cross-cultural validation focuses on answering a set of research questions about specific
constructs that are central to behavioral science. By contrast, our methods research
program will build knowledge about all research methods, with a continual focus on data
quality.
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Core questions
Over the three years of this research agenda, from 2022 until 2025, we will
comprehensively answer the following core questions, conducting multiple studies to
address each one:
1. How can we contextualize, measure and improve access, response, attention,
comprehension and depth of responses in surveys, experiments and qualitative
research for populations in the Global South?
2. How can we quantify data quality in both qualitative and quantitative research?
3. How do the answers to these questions vary across gender, racial, national and
economic groups? How can we build inclusion across different modes of research, for
those populations with the least social power, and make certain these modes do not
perpetuate exclusion?
4. How do the answers to these questions vary across common research methods,
including in-person and remote data collection?
5. How do the answers differ for the most sensitive and difficult to approach research
topics?
6. What protocols and practices should we adopt to maintain high data quality across
methods and groups?
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Research approach
This agenda will be best served by the prototyping and testing of different approaches to
measure and improve data quality. We will therefore aim to run two experimental studies
per quarter to continually refine and improve across these many objectives. Frequently
these will be embedded in other existing studies, including those from our cross-cultural
validation agenda. Initially the work will focus on refining data quality in KITE, our remote
data collection app, before moving to other methods and data collection modes as the
agenda develops.
Initially you can expect from Busara studies of incentives to install the KITE app and to
take surveys. You can expect careful testing of attention checks, and of the role of
incentives and reminders in boosting attention. You can expect new studies of list
experiments and other approaches to asking the most sensitive questions, to see which
perform best for populations in the Global South. To begin with, we will mainly be asking
these questions of participants drawn from the Busara Lab Pool, which is principally
composed of low income people in Nairobi. As the agenda develops, we will examine
different segments of the population across the countries that Busara serves (including
India, Nigeria, Ethiopia, Uganda and Tanzania), and trialling what we’ve learned from KITE
in our laboratory, phone surveys, face-to-face surveys and qualitative methods. Busara
will publish regular blog posts and working papers dedicated to sharing the learnings from
this agenda.

Conclusion
Whose voices get heard? Does the use of certain modes perpetuate a gap in who we can
reach? When we get a chance to hear them, are we hearing open, unfiltered views - or did
people feel obliged to give certain answers when speaking to us? How can we create
opportunities for people to be as open as they can be in sharing their lives with
researchers? These are some of the most fundamental moral and technical questions that
researchers face.
Through this agenda we will be doing the detailed, sometimes undervalued, work of
making sure our methods are just right. We do so in service to the academic and policy
community, which rightly asks how certain we can be in each of our findings. We do so
too in service to the participants who give their time and views, and who deserve to know
that we have done all we can to support them to share those as openly as we would wish
to. Methods affects everything. Our hope is that by improving methods in our own work
and by communicating how other research implementers may in turn improve their own
methods, we will help generate better data for better policies in pursuit of human
flourishing.

Call for collaborators
These are issues on which we welcome collaborators. If you have feedback on these
papers, which are periodically updated, or if you are interested in discussing, supporting
or participating in our research agenda on cross-cultural research, methods or research
ethics, we’d love to hear from you. Please contact Anisha Singh on
anisha.singh@busaracenter.org
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